
CHANGE THE WAY YOU LIVE
Keep the Outside Outside Forever



Happiness inside.
Worries outside.

Fenesta. India’s No.1 brand of windows and doors
No one else has the experience of over 2.5 million installations in more than 200000 Homes and numerous hotels,
hospitals, schools and offices across the country. No one else has the infrastructure to offer a complete-end-to-end
solution, from the selection of designs, site surveys and fabrication at state-of-the-art factories to installation and
after-sales service. The elaborate nationwide infrastructure serves 327+ cities and comprises four factories, nine
Signature Studios, over 200 partner showrooms, a service and sales force of 1000 and a customer service center on call
365 days. The sheer weight of these numbers makes Fenesta not just India’s number one brand in windows and doors
but India’s only Superbrand in fenestration.

No surprises why people prefer Fenesta
Be it the harsh elements of nature, the follies of irresponsible industrialisation, smoke spewing vehicles, the cacophony
of chaos or the fear of not getting the right service - Fenesta keeps them out, forever. All that it allows to come in, is 
goodness and the assurance of having made the right choice.

Keeps Rain Seepage Out
To keep out lashing horizontal rain, Fenesta has engineered three special mechanisms: The Rain Track, the Gradient
Slope and the Sill Arrangement. Traditional windows have none of these. In fact, when wooden windows warp – as they
often do – rain flows indoors through gaps. Aluminium windows too are not designed to prevent rain seepage.

Keeps the effects of Stormy Weather Out
With utmost ease because their broader sections are fortified with thicker steel reinforcements and a special invention
called the ‘Hurricane Bar’. Conventional windows are much weaker. They develop narrow air gaps that allow winds to
whistle through. They also start rattling.

Keeps Noise Out
Welded joints, double seals and multiple-point locks make them virtually airtight, reducing the menace of street noise.
Traditional windows, on the other hand, have gaps in the frame as well as between the wall and the frame, inviting 
unwanted noise
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FENESTA Benefits: Science@work
Specially made for Indian Conditions

Keeps the effects of Wood Out
A wooden window expands in the monsoons and contracts in the heat. Over time, it loses not just its shape and
colour but also its ability to perform. They warp, chip and are open to termite attacks, cracks appear through
which noise, dust, pollution and rain enter your home. In a few years, you’ll need to replace it. Fenesta, on the
other hand, is immune to seasons and continues to perform year after year.

Keeps High Energy Costs Out
Poor sealing in conventional windows raises air-conditioning costs. The problem magnifies with low cost aluminium – a
good conductor of heat. In sharp contrast, Fenesta is a poor conductor of heat. In addition, superior sealing, both in the
window frame and between the wall and the window prevents cold air from escaping and hot air from coming in. Rooms
cool faster and thermostat cuts off sooner

Keeps Worries of proper Installation Out
Proper installation is crucial to long-term window performance. That’s why Fenesta has qualified installation teams who
follow a precise 9-step process. Unlike others, Fenesta teams have handled more than 2.5 million installations. In
individual homes, the teams can install windows in a day without any disturbance to family life

Keeps the Fear of Break-ins Out
Yes, they can and they do. The Fenesta Villa window, for instance, has an integrated grill clamped to the window
frame – unlike traditional grills that are fitted in the masonry. Most Fenesta models come with multiple point locks and
the option of grills and toughened glass

After Sales Service in. Tension Out
Should you need any assistance at any time, just call the toll-free number (1800 102 9880). Open 365 days a year, the
Fenesta Customer Service Center responds in a flash.

Keeps Mosquitos Out, Ventilation in
Fenesta has a special bug mesh integrated into both its sliders and casements (windows that open inwards and 
outwards). In the Villa window, the bug mesh is standard



The Fenesta EDGE

Stage V:

Handover: Once the installation is complete, technicians 
carry out a practical demonstration of each window for your 
benefit.

 

Stage VI:

Your feedback: Post installation, the team leader calls you 
for a ‘Customer Satisfaction’ Survey. You are requested to 
rate your Fenesta experience. Your feedback helps in 
improving the standards of Fenesta service.

Stage VII:

After Sales Service: Our customer service cell works for 
365 days. You can call us at 1800 102 9880,

    74286 91568, SMS WINDOW to 56161, or email at 
response@fenesta.com for any help that you require for
smooth operations of your windows

Stage I:

Your requirements identified: Should the windows 
tackle noise in your neighborhood/project? Or dust? Or 
rain? Or wind? Or lack of sunlight?

Stage II:

The best possible customised solutions found: 
Fenesta experts recommend the most effective long-term 
solutions, windows that work best in your project for all 
times to come.

Stage III:

Survey followed by fabrication: The process involves 
precise measurements of each aperture. Technical
drawings are then sent to the production team for 
fabrication

Stage IV:

Delivery and installation: The windows arrive at your 
site at the appointed date. Installation is carried out once 
the civil work is complete. The installation process 
involves the use of anchor fasteners and sealants 
between the wall and the frame.
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The Fenesta Product Range
Windows and Doors

The Slider Window and Door
Featuring horizontal sashes fitted with rollers 
at the bottom, these windows optimize space 
with their swift sideways movement. Easy to 
open and shut, the slider gives you great 
ventilation and the widest view possible

Available in uPVC and Aluminium.

The Tilt and Turn Window
Welcome more sunlight and ventilation inside your 

home with these Tilt & Turn windows. Featuring a 
sash that can tilt open at an angle from the top with 

hinges at the bottom or can swing inwards with 
hinges on the side. Advanced engineering 

facilitates both these operations with the simple 
turn of a single handle.

Available in uPVC and Aluminium.

The Casement Window
Featuring a sash that is hinged from the side on an outer frame 

that can open inwards and outwards. This ensures maximum 
ventilation in the room. Due to its double/triple glazing options, 

they enable better thermal and sound insulation as well. The 
windows come with multiple point locking systems and friction 
stay that ensures the window remains open in a fixed position 

even in the face of a stiff breeze.

Available in uPVC and Aluminium.

AluminiumuPVC

AluminiumuPVC

AluminiumuPVC

uPVC

The Villa Window
A rare combination of style and substance, the 
Villa Window when launched was the first to 
introduce a twin sash, bug mesh and a grill 
built in the system. This ensures enhanced 
security and ventilation while not allowing 
insects and mosquitoes inside.

Available in uPVC.



The Lift & Slide Door
Enjoy vast panoramic views with divider-less 

glass panes that offer superior insulation 
and enhanced security. Lift & slide 

technology can connect inside with outside 
with just a feather touch.

Available in uPVC and Aluminium (Thermal Break System).

The Slide & Fold Door
Nothing looks or works better in rooms 
overlooking gardens and terraces. Fenesta 
Slide and Fold Door can elegantly and 
effortlessly connect your inside space with the 
environment outside. Stylish, contemporary 
and elegant, they offer a unique slide and fold 
mechanism that can divide and join large 
openings effortlessly. Fusion-welded frame 
and a sash for strength ensure that their 
beauty stays ageless.

Available in uPVC and Aluminium.

AluminiumuPVC

AluminiumuPVC

90˚ Corner Slider
Keeping in mind the styles of contemporary homes, 
Fenesta introduces the 90° Corner Slider system. It is 
perfect for use in corners of balcony, garden spaces 
and facades.

Available in uPVC and Aluminium (Thermal Break System).

Glass-to-Glass Window
Features a fixed window unit, where the 

glass panes meet at an angle of 90° 
and are neatly joined together without 

using any mullions.

Available in uPVC.

uPVC

AluminiumuPVC

The Fenesta Product Range
Windows and Doors



Casement Door
Counted among the most popular door designs, it gives 

a classic look in even the most modern of settings. 
Designed to swing inwards or outwards with the twist of 
a handle, casement doors offer clear views of the other 
side. Above all, it’s their picturesque profile that makes 

Casement Doors the preferred choice for many. 
Casement Doors are equipped with hook locks and 3D 

hinges which ensure smooth operation with safety.

Available in uPVC and Aluminium.

Low Threshold Slider
Comes with all the advantages of the slider 
doors with a lower threshold thus 
seamlessly connecting the home’s indoor
to outdoor. It also offers easy accessibility 
of wheelchair which reduces the chances 
of slipping and tripping.

Available in uPVC and Aluminium.

AluminiumuPVC

uPVC

Internal Door
Fenesta doors are made of a special hybrid polymer. 
They are composite materials made of wood fibre and 
thermoplasts replacing traditional material, hence 
making them environment friendly. Hybrid polymer is 
very sturdy and makes the doors resistant to termite, 
water, moisture absorption, fire and wear & tear of 
weather. Unlike the old-style traditional doors, 
Fenesta doors are low maintenance, superior quality 
and last longer.

Designer Door
The Fenesta Designer door can be 

used at entrance, rooms, bathrooms, 
kitchen or anywhere else. The core is 
filled with a metal sheet and foam to 
enhance sound & thermal insulation 

and weather-endurance.

AluminiumuPVC

The Fenesta Product Range
Windows and Doors



Hospitals

NCR Mumbai, Bangalore Chennai Mumbai Mumbai

NCR NCR

Hotels

Cochin, Landsend,
Mumbai, Hyderabad

NCR NCR NCR Bangalore Gurgaon, Goa, Ahmedabad
Mumbai

NCR Pune, Ahmedabad, ChennaiNCRAhmedabad, IndoreBangalore, Goa, Hyderabad

Residential

Solitaire - Hyberabed Chloris - NCR, Aura
NCR

Millenium - Bangalore, Gardenia -
Bangalore, Splendor - Bangalore,

Harmony, Paramount more

Twin Towers - NCR,
Forest Spa - NCR

Klasse - NCR Woodsman Estate - Bangalore

Crest NCR, Belair NCR,
Park Place NCR OMR Chennai,
Vytilla Cochin & NTH Calcutta

Iconic - NCR, Mezzaria - NCR,
Moderne - NCR

Stylome - NCR, Edifice - NCR
Blue Mont - Chennai,
West Hills - Chennai

Shantiniketan Bangalore,
Abshot - Bangalore, Bougain Villa

Bangalore more

Atlantis - NCR, Pirangut
Villas - Pune

Blue Sapphire - Kolkata

Nationwide Footprint: Service across 327+ cities
Call: 1800 102 9880 (Toll Free)  l      74286 91568  l  SMS: WINDOW to 56161  l  Visit: www.fenesta.com

Fenesta Head Office: Ground Floor, Plot No. 52, Sector - 32, Gurgaon

Made in India

Building or renovating your home?
Call 1800 102 9880 

Fenesta Signature Studio

Scan to download the app

Explore more with the AR enabled
Fenesta App

Scan this for a 360º VR enabled
walk through of our showroom

Experience Speaks


